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Graph Drawing and Applications for Software and Knowledge Engineers (Series on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering, 11)World Scientific Publishing, 2002

	This text aims to help readers who want to visualize graphs as representing structural knowledge. It gives an outline of the whole field, describes in detail the representative methods for drawing graphs, explains extensions such as fisheye and dynamic drawing, presents many practical applications, and discusses ways of evaluation. It aims to...
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Finite-State Language Processing (Language, Speech, and Communication)A Bradford Book, 1997

	Finite-state devices, which include finite-state automata, graphs, and finite-state transducers, are in wide use in many areas of computer science. Recently, there has been a resurgence of the use of finite-state devices in all aspects of computational linguistics, including dictionary encoding, text processing, and speech processing. This...
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Principles of California Real Estate - 19th edRockwell Publishing, 2021

	Principles of California Real Estate gives you a complete overview of the theoretical and practical aspects of California real estate transactions. It serves as the basis for the real estate principles course required by the California Department of Real Estate. Principles of California Real Estate is also the perfect study aid for...
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Graph Theory (Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2007
and guided mainly by the Four-Colour Conjecture. The resolution of the conjecture by K. Appel and W. Haken in 1976, the year in which our first book Graph Theory with Applications appeared, marked a turning point in its history. Since then, the subject has experienced explosive growth, due in large measure to its role as an essential structure...
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A First Course in Discrete Mathematics (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series)Springer, 2000
Discrete mathematics has now established its place in most undergraduate  mathematics courses.  This textbook provides a concise, readable and  accessible introduction to a number of topics in this area, such as  enumeration, graph theory, Latin squares and designs.  It is aimed at  second-year undergraduate mathematics students, and provides them...
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Sets, Logic and Maths for Computing (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
This book equips the student with essential intellectual tools that are needed from the very beginning of university studies in computing. These consist of abilities and skills - to pass from a concrete problem to an abstract representation, reason with the abstract structure coherently and usefully, and return with booty to the specific situation....
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Optimization Algorithms for Networks and GraphsCRC Press, 1992

	A revised and expanded advanced-undergraduate/graduate text (first ed., 1978) about optimization algorithms for problems that can be formulated on graphs and networks. This edition provides many new applications and algorithms while maintaining the classic foundations on which contemporary algorithm...
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Graph AlgorithmsCambridge University Press, 2011


	Shimon was a great computer scientist who inspired generations of Israeli

	stutents and young researchers, including many future leaders of theoretical

	computer science.





	He was a master at creating combinatorial algorithms, constructions, and

	proofs. He always sought the simplest and most lucid solutions. Because...
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Concurrency, Graphs and Models: Essays Dedicated to Ugo Montanari on the Occasion of His 65th BirthdaySpringer, 2008
This Festschrift volume, pubished in honor of Ugo Montanari on the occasion of his 65th birthday, contains 43 papers, written by friends and colleagues, all leading scientists in their own right, who congregated at a celebratory symposium held on June 12, 2008, in Pisa.
 

The volume consists of seven sections, six of...
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Mastering ZabbixPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to refine and organize your IT monitoring systems using your existing working knowledge of Zabbix. This step-by-step tutorial will help you unleash the full capabilities of the system.


	Overview

	
		Create the perfect monitoring configuration based on your specific needs
	
		Extract...
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Programming PHPO'Reilly, 2002
Now, more than ever, the Web is a major vehicle for corporate and personal communications. Web sites carry photo albums, shopping carts, and product lists. Many of those web sites are driven by PHP, an open source scripting language primarily designed for generating HTML content.

Since its inception in 1994, PHP has swept over the Web....
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SAS/GRAPH 9.1 Reference, Volumes 1 and 2SAS Institute, 2004
This text provides a detailed introduction to SAS/GRAPH, complete information about each SAS/GRAPH statement and procedure, as well as information about the DATA step graphics interface, complete with example programs.

SAS/GRAPH software extends the power of SAS' data management and analytical tools, giving you the ability to turn data...
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